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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study a multi-agent team that performs discretetime averaging consensus, comprised of agents that are unaware of
the presence of agents compromised by an adversary (e.g. robotic
swarm with mole agents [14] or with hacked members). The agents
on our team have a fixed interaction topology (i.e. each agent has
the same set of neighbors over time), but they are heterogeneous
in the sense that each agent executes the discrete-time consensus
update (i.e. sets its current state to the average of its own and its
neighbors’ states) with a possibly different frequency. In addition,
there is a different delay before the first update for each agent on
the team. These delays enable us to model real world features such
as initialization delays, timers or deliberate input delays. It has been
shown in the literature that delaying an input to a robotic swarm
can improve the performance of the swarm [7] — a phenomenon
known as Neglect Benevolence — and in some cases it is only
possible to meet a deadline by applying a sufficient delay [6, 8].
Asynchrony is present in most real-world multi-robot systems
and presents many challenges [2, 3], such as that the agreement
point (if the system even converges) may not be the average of the
initial values. In this paper, we investigate how asynchrony in a
multi-robot system that periodically applies standard consensus
updates can actually be exploited to change the agreement point
of the team. We show that by only changing the update periods
or initial update delays of a subset of agents on the team, we can
influence the agents to move towards a desired agreement point
of our choosing. Studying the effects of changing update periods
and delays is essential to understanding potential vulnerabilities in
distributed robotic consensus-based systems to (a) enable mitigation
strategies to thwart adversarial influence, or (b) enable strategies
for beneficial effect (e.g. introduce delay to improve performance
without changing the update rules or network topology).

Reaching agreement through consensus is fundamental to the operation of distributed systems such as sensor networks, social networks
or multi-robot networks. Consensus requires agents in the system
to reach an agreement over a variable of interest only through local
interactions. In real systems, limitations in resources available to
the individual agents and delays in communication typically result
in asynchronous discrete time control models for consensus. In this
paper, we model the problem where an adversary (or a friend) can
exploit asynchrony in updates in a group of agents that use the
same control law. By modifying the update frequency of a subset
of the agents, the adversary (or friend) can change the final value
that the system agrees on.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Multi-agent consensus [12], a process by which multiple agents
reach agreement on the value of a variable using only local information, is essential to the operation of many distributed systems including sensor networks [10], social networks [1] and multirobot systems such as robotic swarms [4]. Global consensus may be
achieved at a particular time instant or it may be achieved asymptotically as differences between the values assigned by each agent
to the variable of interest decrease over time. Mathematically, the
consensus problem has been studied in a wide variety of settings
and can be characterized along multiple dimensions including but
not limited to (a) continuous-time or discrete-time updates [5], (b)
synchronous or asynchronous updates [3], (c) fixed or time-varying
network topology [9, 15], (d) adversarial agents or cooperating
agents [13], (e) homogeneous or heterogeneous agents [11].

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1 System Model
We consider a team of n agents with unique identifiers I = {1, . . . , n}
interacting with each other. The initial state of agent i is given by
xi (0) ∈ Rm and joint initial state of the team is given by x (0).
Each agent in the team has a fixed set of neighbors. The graph
G = (V, E) captures the neighbor information, where the
 nodes
V = {v 1 , . . . , vn } represent agents and each edge vi , v j ∈ E ⊆
(V × V) represents that agent i can access the state information
of agent j and we assume (vi , vi ) ∈ E. The adjacency matrix for
this graph is given by A ∈ Rn×n and contains non-negative binary
elements such that Ai j = 1 if vi , v j ∈ E (otherwise, Ai j = 0). The
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set of neighbours of node vi is Ni = v j ∈ V | vi , v j ∈ E . Note
that ∀i : vi ∈ Ni .
Each agent i on our team periodically updates of its own state
to the average its own state and the states of neighbor agents Ni .
In contrast to many consensus systems, our agents executes the
same update rule, but with a possibly different period Ti ∈ Z and
initial delay τi ∈ Z. The set of agents that execute an asynchronous
discrete-time consensus update at time t is given as follows.

U (t, T1, . . . , Tn , τ1, . . . , τn ) = j ∈ I | t − τ j ≡ 0

mod T j
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(a) Interaction topology for an example team of seven agents.

(1)

Due to limited space, we will drop the explicit dependence of this
set on the update periods and delays and write it as U (t). Now the
state evolution of each agent can be described using the following
recurrence relation where i, j ∈ I and t ≥ 0 is the time.
(
xi (t + 1) =

2.2

Ín 1
j=1 Ai j

Ín

j=1

Ai j x j (t ) if i ∈ U (t ) , t ≥ τi

xi (t )

(b) State evolution of multi-agent (c) State evolution of multi-agent
team with default update periods. team when τ1 = 5 and T1 = 15. The
The agents converge to an
agents converge to an agreement
agreement point 4.
point 2.3751.

(2)

otherwise

Problem Statement

Imagine that we can influence a subset of agents on the team given
by C ⊆ I. However, we cannot change the update rule, the initial states or the set of neighbors for each agent. We can only
change the update periods {Ti | ∀i ∈ C} and the initial update delays {τi | ∀i ∈ C}. As shown in Figure 1, changing these periods
and delays can significantly change the final agreement point to
which the team of agents converge. Consider the situation where
we would like the final agreement point of these agents performing
consensus to be as close as possible to a desired value xд ∈ Rm .
Let τupper and Tupper represent upper bounds on initial delay and
period beyond which the influenced agents may be detected as
adversarial. Our problem may then be written formally as follows.
n
Õ

arg min

∀i ∈C:Ti ,τi

(d) Assume only agent 1 can be (e) Assume only one of the agents
influenced. The choice of delay τ1 can be influenced. The choice of
changes the agreement point and adversarial agent changes the
the minimum achievable distance minimum achievable distance to
to the desired goal.
the desired goal.

| |xд − lim xk (t ) | |22

k =1

t →∞

subject to

(
∀k : xk (t + 1)
∀i ∈ C :
∀i ∈ C :

2.3

=

Ín 1
j=1 Ak j

Ín

j=1

Figure 1: A team of seven agents has the interaction topology given by the
graph shown in (a). The joint initial state of the team is
x (0) = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]⊤ . The default update periods are ∀i : Ti = 1 and
initial delays are ∀i : τi = 0. The adversary’s desired goal is xд = 3.

Ak j x j (t ) if k ∈ U (t ) , t ≥ τk

xi (t )
0 ≤ τi ≤ τupper
1 ≤ Ti ≤ Tupper

otherwise

goal (i.e. agent 7). Instead, changing the update period of agent 1 or
agent 2 seems to be the most effective way to minimize the distance
between the team’s agreement point and the desired goal. Finally,
introducing an initial delay reduces the required change in the
update period of the influenced adversarial agent. This very simple
example shows that the problem is nonlinear and very challenging
since it involves interplay of initial delay times, update periods
and choice of influenced agents. As we have discovered in further
experiments (not shown in the figure), the variance in initial values
of the agents also influences the solution.

Illustrative Example

Figure 1 presents an example that emphasizes the difficulty of this
problem. The interaction topology is shown in Figure 1a. If agent
states evolve according to the consensus update rule using their
default update periods and initial delays, their states evolve as in
Figure 1b. However, changing the update period and initial delay
for even one agent (Agent 1) can change the final agreement point
(Figure 1c). Figure 1d demonstrates that the choice of initial delay
can change the minimal achievable distance to the adversary’s desired goal xд . In addition, it shows that sometimes (but not always)
delays (e.g. τ1 = 12 or τ1 = 18) are beneficial (the distance of the
agreement point to the adversary goal is 0), so the system exhibits
Neglect Benevolence. Figure 1e shows that choosing a different
agent to influence can have dramatically different effects. It is also
shown (Figure 1d) that the optimal delay time is not unique and that
these optimal initial delays correspond to different update periods.
Additionally and non-intuitively, this example shows that the best
choice of agent to influence is not necessarily the one whose initial
state begins closest to the value for the desired goal (i.e. agent 3),
nor the one whose initial state begins furthest from the desired

3

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered a team of agents that updated their
states using the discrete-time consensus protocol, but with different
update periods and delays prior to first update. Given a subset of
agents on the team that an adversary could influence, we studied
the problem of changing only their update periods and delays to
change to the agreement point reached by the team. An adversary
could use this technique to bring the team’s agreement point close
to the adversary’s desired goal. In current work, we are developing
algorithms to optimally solve this problem.
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